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FINITE RANK COMMUTATORS AND
SEMICOMMUTATORS OF TOEPLITZ OPERATORS WITH

HARMONIC SYMBOLS

KUNYU GUO, SHUNHUA SUN, AND DECHAO ZHENG

Abstract. In this paper we completely characterize finite rank semi-
commutator or commutator of two Toeplitz operators with bounded
harmonic symbols on the Bergman space. We show that if the product
of two Toeplitz operators with bounded harmonic symbols has finite
rank, then one of the Toeplitz operators must be zero.

1. Introduction

Let dA denote Lebesgue area measure on the unit disk D, normalized so
that the measure of D equals 1. The Bergman space L2

a is the Hilbert space
consisting of the analytic functions on D that are also in L2(D, dA). For
z ∈ D, the Bergman reproducing kernel is the function Kz ∈ L2

a such that

h(z) = 〈h, Kz〉
for every h ∈ L2

a. The normalized Bergman reproducing kernel kz is the
function Kz/‖Kz‖2. Here the norm ‖ ‖2 and the inner product 〈 , 〉 are
taken in the space L2(D, dA).

For f ∈ L∞(D, dA), the Toeplitz operator Tf with symbol f is the operator
on L2

a defined by Tfh = P (fh); here P is the orthogonal projection from
L2(D, dA) onto L2

a. We denote the semicommutator and commutator of two
Toeplitz operators Tf and Tg by

(Tf , Tg] = Tfg − TfTg

and
[Tf , Tg] = TfTg − TgTf ,
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respectively. Note that if g ∈ H∞(D) (the set of bounded analytic functions
on D), then Tg is just the operator of multiplication by g on L2

a and hence
(Tf , Tg] = 0 for any f ∈ L∞(D, dA).

For a bounded operator S on L2
a, the Berezin transform of S is the function

B(S) on D defined by
B(S)(z) = 〈Skz, kz〉.

The Berezin transform B(u)(z) of a function u ∈ L∞(D, dA) is defined to be
the Berezin transform of the Toeplitz operator Tu. In other words,

B(u)(z) = B(Tu)(z) =
∫

D

u

(
z − w

1− z̄w

)
dA(w).

The last equality follows from a change of variable in the definition of the
Berezin transform. The above integral formula extends the Berezin transform
to L1(D, dA) and clearly gives

(1) B(u)(z) = u(z)

for any harmonic function u ∈ L1(D, dA).
Let ∆ denote the Laplace operator 4 ∂2

∂z∂z . A function h on D is har-
monic if ∆h(z) ≡ 0 on D. We use ∆̃ to denote the invariant Laplace op-
erator (1 − |z|2)24 ∂2

∂z∂z . The invariant Laplace operator commutes with the
Berezin transform [1], [8], which is useful in studying Toeplitz operators on
the Bergman space [1].

An operator A on a Hilbert space H is said to have finite rank if the
closure of Ran(A) of the range A(H) of the operator has finite dimension.
For a bounded operator A on H, define rank(A) = dim Ran(A). If A has
finite rank, then rank(A) < ∞.

In this paper we study the problem for which bounded harmonic functions
f, g on the unit disk, the semicommutator (Tf , Tg] or commutator [Tf , Tg]
has finite rank on the Bergman space. The analogous problem on the Hardy
space has been completely solved in [3], [7]. We will reduce the problem to the
problem of when a Toeplitz operator has finite rank. Although the problem
on finite rank Toeplitz operators remains open, Ahern and C̆uc̆ković [1] have
shown that for u ∈ L∞(D), if Tu has rank one, then u = 0. One naturally
conjectures that for u ∈ L∞(D), if Tu has finite rank, then u = 0. In this
paper, we will show that this conjecture is true provided that u is a finite sum
of products of an analytic function and a co-analytic function in L2(D, dA).
Using this result we shall completely characterize finite rank semicommutators
and commutators of two Toeplitz operators with bounded harmonic symbols.
The zero semicommutator and commutators of two Toeplitz operators with
bounded harmonic symbols have been completely characterized in [4] and [13].
In fact, we shall show that if the semicommutator or the commutator of two
Toeplitz operators with bounded harmonic symbols has finite rank, then it
must be zero. This is not the case on the Hardy space [3], [7]. Moreover, on
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the Bergman space there exist nonzero compact semicommutators or commu-
tators of two Toeplitz operators with bounded harmonic symbols [11], [13].
We will show that for two bounded harmonic functions f, g, if the product
TfTg has finite rank, then either f or g equals 0, which extends the result on
zero products of Toeplitz operators in [1].

2. Toeplitz operators

In this section, we study Toeplitz operators with finite rank. Some notation
is needed. For a family {An} of operators on the Hilbert space H and an
operator A on H, we say that An converges to A in weak operator topology,
if for each x, y ∈ H,

lim
n→

〈Anx, y〉 = 〈Ax, y〉.

The following result is implicitly contained in Lemma 3.1 in [10]. We
include a proof for completeness.

Lemma 1. Suppose that An and A are bounded operators on the Hilbert
space H. If An converges to A in the weak operator topology, then

rank(A) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

rank(An).

Proof. Let l denote lim infn→∞ rank(An). We only need to consider the
case l < ∞. We claim that rank(A) ≤ l. If this is false, we may assume that
rank(A) ≥ l + 1. Thus there are (l + 1) elements {xj}l+1

j=1 in H such that
{Axj}l+1

j=1 are linearly independent and so

det[〈Axi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) 6= 0,

where det[〈Axi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) denotes the determinant of the (l+1)×(l+1)
matrix [〈Axi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1). Since An converges to A in the weak operator
topology, for each i, j,

lim
n→∞

〈Anxi, Axj〉 = 〈Axi, Axj〉.

This gives

lim
n→∞

det[〈Anxi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) = det[〈Axi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1).

Thus for some large N ,

(2) det[〈ANxi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) 6= 0,

but

(3) rank(AN ) ≤ l.

So (3) gives that there are constants ci with
∑l+1

i=1 |ci| 6= 0 such that
l+1∑
i=1

ciANxi = 0.
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Hence
c[〈ANxi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) = 0.,

where c = (c1, . . . , cl+1). This implies

det[〈ANxi, Axj〉](l+1)×(l+1) = 0.

This contradicts (2) and completes the proof. �

Theorem 2. Suppose that f is in L∞(D) and equal to
∑l

j=1 fj(z)gj(z)
for finitely many functions fj(z) and gj(z) analytic on the unit disk D. If Tf

has finite rank, then f = 0.

Proof. First we will show that T|f |2 has finite rank. To do so, for each
0 < r < 1, define fr(z) = f(rz). Let gr = fr. Since

f(z) =
l∑

j=1

fj(z)gj(z)

for finitely many functions fj(z) and gj(z) in L2
a, we have

Tfgr
= T

f(
Pl

j=1 fj(rz)gj(rz))

=
l∑

j=1

T
ffj(rz)gj(rz)

=
l∑

j=1

T
fj(rz)

TfTgj(rz).

The last equality follows from the basic properties of Toeplitz operators [2]

Th̄Tf = Th̄f

and
TfTh = Tfh,

for f ∈ L∞(D, dA) and h ∈ H∞(D). If Tf has finite rank and rank(Tf ) = N ,
then for each 0 < r < 1,

rank(Tfgr
) ≤ Nl.

Thus
lim sup

r→1
rank(Tfgr ) ≤ Nl.

Next we shall show that Tfgr converges to T|f |2 in the weak operator topol-
ogy. To do this, we observe that for each z ∈ D,

|f(z)gr(z)| = |f(z)f(rz)| ≤ ‖f‖2
∞,

and
lim

r→1−
f(z)gr(z) = |f(z)|2.
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By the dominant convergence theorem we have that for h1, h2 ∈ L2
a,

lim
r→1−

∫
D

f(z)gr(z)h1(z)h2(z)dA(z) =
∫

D

|f(z)|2h1(z)h2(z)dA(z),

to obtain

lim
r→1−

〈Tfgrh1, h2〉 = lim
r→1−

〈fgrh1, h2〉

= lim
r→1−

∫
D

f(z)gr(z)h1(z)h2(z)dA(z)

=
∫

D

|f(z)|2h1(z)h2(z)dA(z)

= 〈T|f |2h1, h2〉.
This means that Tfgr converges to T|f |2 in weak operator topology. By
Lemma 1, we have that the Toeplitz operator T|f |2 with nonnegative func-
tion symbol has finite rank and its rank is at most Nl.

To finish the proof we need to prove that if the Toeplitz operator with
nonnegative function symbol has finite rank, it must be zero. This was well
known. For completeness, we include a proof here. Since T|f |2 has finite rank,
the kernel of T|f |2 contains a nonzero function h ∈ L2

a. Thus

0 = 〈T|f |2h, h〉
= 〈|f |2h, h〉

=
∫

D

|f(z)|2|h(z)|2dA(z),

and so
|f(z)|2|h(z)|2 = 0

for a.e. z ∈ D. Noting that h(z) is in the Bergman space, we conclude that
f = 0 in L∞(D, dA) to complete the proof. �

3. Finite sum of products of Hankel operators

For f ∈ L∞(D, dA), the Hankel operator Hf with symbol f is the operator
on L2

a defined by Hfh = (I − P )(fh); here P is the orthogonal projection
from L2(D, dA) onto L2

a. The relation between Toeplitz operators and Hankel
operators is established by the following well-known identity:

(Tf , Tg] = H∗
f̄ Hg.

In this section, we shall reduce the problem of when a finite sum of products
of two Hankel operators has finite rank to the problem of when a Toeplitz
operator has finite rank.

For each bounded harmonic function f on the unit disk, f can be written
uniquely as a sum of an analytic function and a co-analytic function on the
unit disk D up to a constant. Let f+ denote the analytic part and f− the
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co-analytic part with f−(0) = 0. In fact, both f+ and f− are in both the
Hardy space H2 and the Bloch space [2], [9].

For bounded harmonic functions fi and gi on the unit disk for i = 1, . . . , k,
define

σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) = ∆̃

[
k∑

i=1

(fi)−(gi)+

]
.

For two bounded harmonic functions f and g on the unit disk, let σsc(f, g)
denote σ(g; f) and σc(f, g) denote σ(f,−g; g, f). Easy calculations give

(4) σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) = (1− |z|2)2
k∑

i=1

(fi)′−(gi)′+,

where (fi)′− = ∂z̄fi. Hence

σsc(f, g) = ∆̃(f+g−)

= (1− |z|2)2(∂zf)(∂z̄g)

= (1− |z|2)f ′+(z)(1− |z|2)g′−(z),

σc(f, g) = ∆̃[f−g+ − f+g−]

= (1− |z|2)2[(∂z̄f)(∂zg)− (∂zf)(∂z̄g)]

= (1− |z|2)f ′−(z)(1− |z|2)g′+(z)− (1− |z|2)f ′+(z)(1− |z|2)g′−(z).

Lemma 3. Suppose that fi and gi are bounded harmonic functions on the
unit disk for i = 1, . . . , k. Then σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) is in L∞(D, dA).

Proof. Since fi and gi are bounded harmonic functions on the unit disk,
(fi)+, (fi)−, (gi)+ and (gi)− are in the Bloch space

B = {h : h analytic on D, sup
z∈D

(1− |z|2)|h′(z)| < ∞}

(see [2]). (4) gives that σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) is in L∞(D, dA). �

Proposition 4. Suppose that fi and gi are bounded harmonic functions
on D for i = 1, . . . , k. If the finite sum

∑k
j=1 H∗

gj
Hfj of products of Hankel

operators has finite rank, then Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk) has finite rank.

Proof. For these bounded harmonic functions fi, gi on the unit disk, write

fi = (fi)+ + (fi)−
and

gi = (gi)+ + (gi)−,

where (fi)+, (gi)+, (fi)−, and (gi)− are in the Hardy space H2. By Lemma
3, σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk)(z) is in L∞(D, dA). Thus Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk) is
bounded on the Bergman space L2

a.
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We shall get the Berezin transform of
∑k

j=1 H∗
gj

Hfj . First we calculate the
Berezin transform of B((Tf , Tg])(z) of the semicommutator (Tf , Tg]. By the
basic properties of Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space [2], [14], we have

Tfkz = (f+ + f−(z))kz,

for z ∈ D. Since f is harmonic in the unit disk, we also have

B(f)(z) = f(z).

For two bounded harmonic functions f, g on D, easy calculations give

B((Tf , Tg])(z) = B(Tfg − TfTg)(z)

= 〈fgkz, kz〉 − 〈(g+ + g−(z))kz, f̄kz〉
= 〈[fg − f(g+ + g−(z))]kz, kz〉
= 〈[f(g− − g−(z))]kzkz〉
= 〈[f+g− + f−g− − fg−(z)]kz, kz〉
= 〈f+g−kz, kz〉+ 〈f−g−kz, kz〉 − g−(z)〈fkz, kz〉
= B(f+g−)(z) + f−(z)g−(z)− g−(z)B(f)(z)

= B(f+g−)(z) + f−(z)g−(z)− g−(z)f(z)

= B(f+g−)(z) + f−(z)g−(z)− g−(z)(f+(z) + f−(z))

= B(f+g−)(z)− f+(z)g−(z)

for all z ∈ D. Noting
(Tf , Tg] = H∗

f̄ Hg,

we have
B(H∗

f̄ Hg)(z) = B(f+g−)(z)− f+(z)g−(z).

Thus

B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z)

= B

(
k∑

j=1

(gj)+(fj)−

)
(z)−

k∑
j=1

(gj)+(z)(fj)−(z).

Applying the invariant Laplace operator ∆̃ to both sides of the above equation
gives

∆̃B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z)

=

[
∆̃B

(
k∑

j=1

(gj)+(fj)−

)]
(z)−

[
∆̃

k∑
j=1

(gj)+(z)(fj)−(z)

]
.
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Since the invariant Laplace operator commutes with the Berezin transform
(Lemma 1, [1]), we have

B(σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk))(z)

= (1− |z|2)2
[

k∑
j=1

(gj)′+(z)(fj)′−(z)

]
+ ∆̃B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z).

In other words, the above equality becomes

〈Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)kz, kz〉 = B(σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk))(z)

= (1− |z|2)2
[

k∑
j=1

(gj)′+(z)(fj)′−(z)

]
+ ∆̃B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z).

For two functions x and y in L2
a, define the operator x⊗ y of rank one to

be
(x⊗ y)f = 〈f, y〉x

for f ∈ L2
a. Then it is easy to verify that

B(x⊗ y)(z) = 〈(x⊗ y)kz, kz〉
= (1− |z|2)2〈(x⊗ y)Kz,Kz〉
= (1− |z|2)2〈Kz, y〉〈x,Kz〉

= (1− |z|2)2x(z)y(z),

for z ∈ D. If the semicommutator
∑k

j=1 H∗
gj

Hfj has finite rank N , then there
exist functions xj and yj in L2

a for j = 1, . . . , N such that
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj =
N∑

j=1

xj ⊗ yj .

Thus

B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z) = (1− |z|2)2

(
N∑

j=1

xj(z)yj(z)

)
.

Observe

(1− |z|2)2
(

N∑
j=1

xj(z)yj(z)

)
=

3N∑
j=1

x̂j(z)ŷj(z),

where x̂j and ŷj are in the Bergman space L2
a. So

〈Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)kz, kz〉

= (1− |z|2)2
[

k∑
j=1

(gj)′+(z)(fj)′−(z)

]
+ (1− |z|2)2

(
3N∑
j=1

x̂′j(z)ŷ′j(z)

)
.
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Dividing by (1− |z|2)2, we obtain

(5) 〈Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)Kz,Kz〉 =
k∑

j=1

(gj)′+(z)(fj)′−(z) +

(
3N∑
j=1

x̂′j(z)ŷ′j(z)

)
.

As in [1] we complexify the above identity. Write the left hand side as an
integral as in [1] to get

〈Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)Kz,Kz〉 =
∫

D

σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk)(λ)
1

|1− z̄λ|4
dA(λ).

Since the right hand side of (5) and the above integral are real analytic func-
tions of z and z̄, we obtain

〈Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)Kw,Kz〉 =
k∑

j=1

(gj)′+(z)(fj)′−(w) +

(
3N∑
j=1

x̂′j(z)ŷ′j(w)

)
.

Differentiating both sides of the above equation l times with respect to w̄ and
then letting w = 0 gives

(6) Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)z
l =

k∑
j=1

alj(gj)′+(z) +
3N∑
j=1

blj x̂
′
j(z)

for some constants alj , blj .
Although some of the (gj)′+ and x̂′j may not be in L2

a, we observe that for
each 0 < r < 1, all of (gj)′+|rD for j = 1, . . . , k and x̂′j |rD for j = 1, . . . , 3N

are in L2
a(rD, dA).

We claim that

Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk) has finite rank on the Bergman space L2
a.

If this claim is false, we may assume that there are 3N + k + 1 linearly
independent functions {φµ}3N+k+1

µ=1 in the range of Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk). Thus
for each 0 < r < 1, {φµ|rD}3N+k+1

µ=1 are also linearly independent in the space
L2

a(rD, dA). Since analytic polynomials are dense in L2
a, for each µ, there

are analytic polynomials pµl such that Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)pµl converges to φµ.
Thus Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)pµl converges uniformly to φµ on each compact subset
of the unit disk D. Noting that rD is contained in a compact subset of the
unit disk, we have

lim
l→∞

∫
rD

|Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)pµl(z)− φµ(z)|2dA(z) = 0.

On the other hand, (6) gives that Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk)pµl|rD is contained in
the subspace spanned by (gj)′+|rD and x̂′j |rD of L2

a(rD, dA). But the subspace
has dimension at most 3N +k. This contradicts that {φµ|rD}3N+k+1

µ=1 are also
linearly independent and hence gives that Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk) has finite rank to
complete the proof. �
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4. Main results

Now we are ready to state and prove our main results.

Theorem 5. Suppose that f and g are bounded harmonic functions on the
unit disk. The semicommutator (Tf , Tg] has finite rank if and only if either f̄
or g is analytic on the unit disk.

Proof. If either f̄ or g is analytic on the unit disk, then TfTg = Tfg and so
the semicommutator (Tf , Tg] equals 0.

If the semicommutator (Tf , Tg] has finite rank, noting

(Tf , Tg] = H∗
f̄ Hg

by Proposition 4, the Toeplitz operator Tσsc(f,g) has finite rank. Since

σsc(f, g)(z) = (1− |z|2)2f ′+(z)g′−(z)

= f ′+(z)g′−(z)− 2zf ′+(z)g′−(z)z̄ + z2f ′+(z)g′−(z)z̄2,

Theorem 2 gives that for z ∈ D,

σsc(f, g)(z) = (1− |z|2)2f ′+(z)g′−(z) ≡ 0.

This implies

f ′+(z)g′−(z) ≡ 0

on D. Thus either f+ or g− is constant on D. So we conclude that either f̄
or g is analytic on D to complete the proof. �

Theorem 6. Suppose that f and g are bounded harmonic functions on
the unit disk. The commutator [Tf , Tg] has finite rank if and only if f and
g are both analytic on D, or f̄ and ḡ are both analytic on D, or there are
constants c1, c2, not both 0, such that c1f + c2g is constant on D.

Proof. If f and g are both analytic on D, both Tf and Tg are multiplication
operators on the Bergman space and therefore are commuting. Hence the
commutator [Tf , Tg] equals 0.

If f̄ and ḡ are both analytic on D, both Tf and Tg are adjoints of multipli-
cation operators on the Bergman space and therefore are commuting. Hence
the commutator [Tf , Tg] equals 0.

If there are constants c1, c2, not both 0, such that c1f + c2g is constant on
D, noting that the Toeplitz operator with constant symbol commutes with
any bounded operator on the Bergman space, we have that Tf commutes with
Tg and thus obtain that the commutator [Tf , Tg] equals 0.
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Conversely, if the commutator [Tf , Tg] has finite rank, noting

[Tf , Tg] = TfTg − TgTf

= (Tgf − TgTf )− (Tfg − TfTg)

= (Tg, Tf ]− (Tf , Tg]

= H∗
ḡ Hf −H∗

f̄ Hg,

we have that H∗
ḡ Hf −H∗

f̄
Hg has also finite rank. Lemma 3 gives that σc(f, g)

is bounded on D, and easy calculations give

σc(f, g)(z) = (1− |z|2)2[f ′−(z)g′+(z)− f ′+(z)g′−(z)]

= f ′−(z)g′+(z)− f ′+(z)g′−(z)− 2z̄f ′−(z)g′+(z)z

+ 2zf ′+(z)g′−(z)z̄ + z̄2f ′−(z)g′+(z)z2 − z2f ′+(z)g′−(z)z̄2.

Thus Theorem 2 and Proposition 4 give that σc(f, g)(z) ≡ 0 on the unit disk.
Let u = g+ + ig− and v = if+ + f−. Clearly, u and v are harmonic on D.

An easy calculation gives

∆̃(uv) = ∆̃[g+f− − f+g− + ig+f+ + ig−f−]

= ∆̃[g+f− − f+g−]

= (1− |z|2)2[f ′−(z)g′+(z)− f ′+(z)g′−(z)]

= σc(f, g)(z).

Thus uv is also harmonic on D. By Lemma 4.2 [6], we have that at least one
of the following conditions holds:

(1) u and v are both analytic on D;
(2) ū and v̄ are both analytic on D;
(3) there exist complex numbers α, β, not both 0, such that αu + βv and

ᾱū− β̄v̄ are both analytic on D.

Condition (1) gives that f and g are both analytic on D. Condition (2)
gives that f̄ and ḡ are analytic on D. Condition (3) gives that α(g+ + ig−) +
β(if+ + f−) and ᾱ(g+ + ig−) − β̄(if+ + f−) are both analytic on D. Thus
αig− + βf− and ᾱg+ − β̄if+ are constants on D, and so αg− − βif− and
αg+ − βif+ are constants on D. Hence we conclude that

αg − iβf = (αg− − iβf−) + (αg+ − βif+)

is constant on D. This completes the proof. �

Theorem 7. Suppose that f and g are bounded harmonic functions on
the unit disk. TfTg has finite rank if and only if either f or g equals 0.

Proof. It is clear that if either f or g equals 0, then TfTg = 0.
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Conversely, if TfTg has finite rank, we shall show that either f or g equals
0. An easy calculation gives

(7) B(TfTg)(z) = B(fg)(z)−B(f+g−)(z) + f+(z)g−(z).

Applying the invariant Laplace operator ∆̃ to both sides of the above equation
gives

[∆̃B(TfTg)](z) = ∆̃B(fg − f+g−)(z) + ∆̃[f+(z)g−(z)].

Since the invariant Laplace operator commutes with the Berezin transform
(Lemma 1, [1]), we have

B(∆̃(fg − f+g−))(z) = [∆̃B(TfTg)](z)− ∆̃[f+(z)g−(z)].

As in the proof of Proposition 4, the Toeplitz operator T∆̃(fg−f+g−) has finite
rank. Theorem 2 gives that ∆̃(fg − f+g−) ≡ 0. This implies that fg − f+g−
is harmonic and f ′−(z)g′+(z) = 0 on D. Thus either f− or g+ is constant and
hence either f or ḡ is analytic on D.

On the other hand, since fg − f+g− is harmonic, (7) gives

B(TfTg)(z) = f(z)g(z).

By the main result of [5],

lim
|z|→1

B(TfTg)(z) = 0.

Because the radial limits of both f and g exist on the unit circle, we have
that f(z)g(z) ≡ 0 on the unit circle and therefore either f or g equals 0 on
the unit circle. Hence f or g equals 0 on the unit disk. This completes the
proof. �

Theorems 5, 6 and 7 suggest the following theorem.

Theorem 8. Suppose that fi and gi are bounded harmonic functions on
D for i = 1, . . . , k. The following are equivalent:

(1)
∑k

j=1 H∗
gj

Hfj has finite rank.

(2)
∑k

j=1 H∗
gj

Hfj = 0.
(3) σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) ≡ 0.

Proof. It is clear that (2) implies (1).
First we prove that (1) implies (3). Proposition 4 immediately gives that

Tσ(f1,...,fk;g1,...,gk) has finite rank. Theorem 2 gives that

σ(f1, . . . , fk; g1, . . . , gk) ≡ 0.
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To prove that (3) implies (2), we need the following equality obtained in
the proof of Proposition 4:

B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z)

= B

(
k∑

j=1

(gj)+(fj)−

)
(z)−

k∑
j=1

(gj)+(z)(fj)−(z).

(3) implies that the function
∑k

j=1(gj)+(z)(fj)−(z) is harmonic and hence

B

(
k∑

j=1

(gj)+(fj)−

)
(z) =

k∑
j=1

(gj)+(z)(fj)−(z).

Therefore

B

(
k∑

j=1

H∗
gj

Hfj

)
(z) = 0.

By the injection of the Berezin transform [12], we conclude that the operator∑k
j=1 H∗

gj
Hfj

must equal 0. This completes the proof. �
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Addendum. After this paper was accepted, we were informed by Daniel
Luecking that he proved that if a Toeplitz operator with bounded symbol has
finite rank, then its symbol must be zero.
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